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POLICE BLOTTER 
 

 
September 18, 2023 

 

0001 hrs Officers initiated a traffic stop on a vehicle in the area of S. Smithville Rd. at Forrer Blvd.  

The driver, Joshua A. Ferguson W/M/40, was arrested on a warrant out of Montgomery 
County for a Probation Violation after confirmation.  During an inventory prior to tow, 
stolen items from Meijer were located in the vehicle.  Ferguson was issued a summons 

for theft. #23-041625 
 
1109 hrs Officers were dispatched to assist Centerville PD in the area of 4965 Wilmington Pike. A 

subject located by CPD had provided false information to the officers. Jonathon R. 

Moore W/M/29 was arrested for falsification. #23-041696 
 
1718 hrs Officers responded to the KPD lobby for a harassment complaint. Investigation revealed 

that a former foster child had called and texted the complainants, making threats to kill 

them and their family. Warrants were signed against Guy Mbanyamsig B/M/34 for 

Aggravated Menacing and Telecommunications Harassment. #23-041746 

 

September 19, 2023 
 
0911 hrs Officers responded to Fairmont High School at 3301 Shroyer Rd to assist the SRO with 

an unruly runaway juvenile. Subsequent to the investigation a juvenile was arrested and 

transported to JDC on unruly charges. #23-041753 

 
1557 hrs Officers responded to a call of a suspicious possibly intoxicated subject in the area of 

Maricarr Dr and E Stroop Rd. A male was located who was showing signs of intoxication.  

Lotery J. Heath B/M/37 had no one to care for him and was arrested for Disorderly 

Conduct/P.I. #23-041915 

 
2157 hrs Officers made contact with 2 suspicious males in the area of S. Dixie Dr and Prosser Ave. 

David Tipton W/M/39 originally provided false information, but was ultimately found to 
have a felony warrant, and was found to be in possession of drugs and paraphernalia. He 

was arrested on the above listed charges. #23-041954 

 

 

September 20, 2023 
 

 

 



 

0328 hrs Officers responded to 2058 Lakewood Dr. on a report of a crash. A male involved in the 

crash was located and determined to be under the influence of alcohol/drugs. Frank 

Rwigema B/M/28 was arrested for OVI. He refused the Intoxilyzer test at the jail. #23-

041982 
 
1535 hrs Officers responded to a call of an intoxicated subject in the lot of Speedway at 2920 

Shroyer Road.  Upon arrival, the male was located who was showing signs of intoxication.  

Lotery J. Heath B/M/37 had no one to care for him and was arrested for Disorderly 

Conduct/P.I. #23-042072 

 

September 21, 2023 

 
1455 hrs Officers responded to the Dollar General at 2701 S. Dixie Drive for a theft complaint. 

Upon arrival, it was determined that the suspect had a warrant for his arrest. Wesley A. 

Vititoe W/M/20 was arrested for the warrant entered through Moraine PD on an original 

charge of Inducing Panic. #23-042237 

 

2145 hrs          Officers assisted VICE in apprehending Anthony Helton W/M/36 at 1517 Riverside Drive 

for four active felony warrants. #23-020785 

 

September 22, 2023 
 
1350 hrs Officers were dispatched to Kettering Behavioral Health at 5350 Lamme Rd to pick up 

Guy F. Mbanyamsig B/M/34 on Kettering warrants for Telecommunications Harassment 
and Aggravated Menacing. He was taken into custody without incident, and transported to 

KPD jail. #23-041746 

 
1541 hrs Officers were dispatched to Kroger at 2115 E. Dorothy Ln. on report of a suspicious 

person in a parked vehicle.  During investigation, the male suspect was found to be in 

possession of suspected fentanyl and crack cocaine. Brent W. T. Smith W/M/32 was 

arrested for Possession of Drugs (F5). #23-042416 
 
1910 hrs           Officers were dispatched to 1200 W Dorothy Ln in reference to an arson complaint, a 

dumpster fire. Investigation led to a juvenile admitting to starting the fire. The juvenile was 

summonsed into court. #23-042434 

 
2135 hrs          Officers were dispatched to 2727 S. Dixie Drive, Capri Lanes, in reference to a 

disturbance involving an intoxicated male driving away in a vehicle. Officers located and 
conducted a traffic stop on the involved vehicle after witnessing a violation. The driver, 

Paul E. Staniford W/M/68, showed signs of impairment and performed poorly on the 

SFSTs. He was arrested for OVI and provided a breath sample of .146. #23-042456 

 

September 23, 2023 

 
0057 hrs          Officer were dispatched to 4432 Renwood Drive reference assisting Beavercreek PD in 

locating a hit and run suspect, Max O. L. Kidd B/M/25. Kidd was located, found to have 

an active Warren County probation violation warrant, and arrested. #23-042478 
 
1747 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop in the parking lot of Wal-Mart at 1701 W. Dorothy Ln.  

Following a search of the vehicle, 7.48g of suspected crack cocaine was located. 

Jamarlo R. Way B/M/39 was arrested for Possession of Drugs (F5). #23-042565 

 

September 24, 2023 

 



 

0023 hrs          Officers responded to 405 Storms Road in reference to a family problem. Investigation 

led to the arrest of Ronald J. Gregory W/M/52 for assaulting his live-in ex-girlfriend. 
Gregory has previous convictions for Domestic Violence, elevating this Domestic Violence 

offense to a felony. #23-042629 

 
0024 hrs        Officers conducted a traffic stop in the area of W. Stroop and Kettering Blvd for observed 

violations. The driver, Keenan D. Kelly B/M/23, showed signs of impairment and 
performed poorly on SFSTs. He was arrested for OVI, as well as an active Miami County 

FTA warrant. Kelly later provided a breath sample of .083. #23-042630 
 
0927 hrs Officers were dispatched to 1586 Beaver Ridge #B on the report of a domestic 

disturbance called in by a Door Dash driver. Upon investigation, the victim claimed that 
she had been assaulted, strangled, and restrained from leaving her residence over a two 
day period. The husband/suspect had left the apartment but was later located by Franklin 

PD. David F. Denman W/M/43 was arrested for Domestic Violence, Disrupting Public 

Service, Unlawful Restraint, and Strangulation (F). #23-042681 

 
1448 hrs Officers were dispatched to W. Dorothy Ln. and S. Dixie Hwy. on report of vehicle that 

had struck a pole. Officers observed signs of impairment, and the driver admitted to 

recently taking Vicodin. Phillip B. Mosher W/M/65 was arrested for OVI.  He was 

transported to the KPD jail where he refused to provide a urine sample. #23-042710  

 
1833 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop on S. Patterson Blvd. near Carillon Blvd.  The driver, 

Franklin Von Lark B/M/29, was arrested on a warrant through Ohio State Highway Patrol 

for Driving Under Suspension. #23-042726 

 
1931 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop near 1795 Delco Park Dr after observing several 

violations. Following investigation, Cory D. Wiggins W/M/42 was subsequently arrested 
for OVI. Wiggins was transported to the KPD Jail where he provided a breath sample of 

0.189g. #23-042734 

 

2157 hrs Officers conducted a traffic stop S. Dixie Hwy. near Cardington Rd. The driver, Miauna D. 

Austin B/F/20, was found to have a felony warrant through Montgomery County Sheriff’s 
Office for Forgery and a traffic warrant through Moraine PD.  Austin was arrested on the 

warrants and transported to MCSO Jail. #23-042754 
 

 

 

 

 


